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Zbigniew Raszewski Theatre Institute 
Reclaimed Avant-garde, November, 13th -14th 2017 
Speakers’ abstracts:  
 
November, 13 th 
 
Levan Khetaguri ( Arts Research Institute /ARI/, Tbilisi ) 
Tbilisi’s phenomena of crossroad  
Tbilisi take a position of cultural crossroad through the centuries. It was multicultural and multiethnic, place ready 
for alchemical wedding of cultures. Alchemistry is beginning of new or forgotten old, which some time looks or is 
avant-garde. I would like to share with you a story of alchemistry of this city, where since the end of XIX and at 
the beginning of XX century was exciting place for different artists, mystics, intellectuals, adventurists. Place for 
Antrosophists and Gurdjieff’s first Institute of Human Harmonic Development, place of Pirosmani and Iliazdy, 
place of theatrical ideas , experiments coming from different practices. So call “Tiflis avant-garde” was mix of 
Visual Arts, Performing Arts, Cinema and esoteric practices. “Tiflis avant-garde” as definition first was used in 70-
ies of last century. And my talk will dedicated to this mix of cultural identities free from ethnicity but flourished with 
the mix of different cultural backgrounds. 
Opening lecture (November, 13 th 9.30 – 10.15) 
 
I SESSION: DRAMATURGIES OF SPACE  

Dariusz Kosi ński (Zbigniew Raszewski Theatre Institute/ Jagiello nian University) 
Polish Avant-garde and the Dramaturgy of Space: Strzem iński, Kobro, Dobrodzicki 
I will try to perform an act of re-gaining and re-interpreting the texts and ideas of three Polish avant-garde artists 
connected rather with visual arts then theatre: the painter and the most important theoretician of Polish avant-
garde Władysław Strzemiński, the sculptor Katarzyna Kobro and the painter and designer Adam Dobrodzicki. 
The first two wrote together the small book titled The Composition of the Space in which they proposed their own 
theory of the sculpture and of what Strzemiński used to call „the dramatism of the space”. The third, known as the 
stage designer and director of the scandalous avant-garde staging of the play Ulica dziwna („The Strange 
Street”) by Kazimierz Czyżowski (Reduta, 1922), wrote a small article on the theatre space in which he develops 
the idea of „dramatised stage”. I will try to read both texts anew showing how the idea of the dramaturgy of the 
space can be developed out of this avant-garde writings. 
I session: Dramaturgies of space (November, 13 th 10.20 – 10.40) 
 
Martina Mašlárová (Theatre Institute, Bratislava) 
Space (as a medium) between the thematic fundament a nd formal superstructure 
From Ľudovít Fulla to Viktor Šulc and mainly his court set designer František Tröster (belonging to the space 
between Slovak and Czech theatre in former prewar Czechoslovakia), a vision of the space played a primordial 
role in their theatrical work. Šulc was literally speaking about the theatre of space as of his very conception of 
how theatre should look like because the sensation of the space is what stays deep in spectator´s mind as a 
whole-life experience. In an attempt to put the actor to the dramatical opposition to space, not the illusion of 
space but the very thoughtfully organized dramaturgy, the division, the breaking of the illusion was the key to the 
modern understanding of theatre of the avant-garde. The theatrical space was a metaphor for the social space, of 
the civilization and of time, inevitably there was a strong will of the creators to change the space and the people 
in it. 
I session: Dramaturgies of space (November, 13 th 10.40 – 11.00) 
 
Višnja Ka čić Rogoši ć (University of Zagreb) 
Dramaturgy of Space in Croatian Avant-garde Performan ce 
The presentation strives to analyse the conception of performance space in general on the avant-garde scene in 
Croatia at the beginning of the 20th century. It will attempt to determine the typology of the spaces used in 
relation to their architectural, social and institutional aspects and/or heritage: from the open public space to the 
(somewhat unexpected) scene of the central theatre building/institution of the time. In addition, the analysis will 
review a rather wide range of spatial formal tendencies. Namely, as certain members of Croatian avant-garde 
attempt to destroy foundations of the institutional use of performance space by shaping reality and transferring 
the performance into the space of the auditorium, others find creative alternative to the convention by turning the 
space into a performer or the performer into an element of the space. The most common category where 
performance space is thought of and shaped as a fictional context of the actor's performance is the 
dramaturgically most complex one and will be described through several examples of successful director/stage-
designer collaboration which in this period becomes the creative axis of the dramaturgy of the space. 
I session: Dramaturgies of space (November, 13 th 11.00 – 11.20) 
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Valentyna Chechyk (Kharkiv State Academy of Design an d Arts) 
Urbanism and plastic Avant-Garde ideas in the Ukrai nian scenography of 1920s 
The report is dedicated to the manifestation features of urbanism in the Ukrainian theatre of 1920s. In particular it 
describes the typology of scenographic models, in which the theme of urbanism was pictured; the establishment 
of the plastic embodiment methods, stylistic dominants and the connection with the ideas of the visual avant-
garde. 
I session: Dramaturgies of space (November, 13 th 11.30 – 11.50) 
 
Edīte Tišheizere (University of Latvia, Riga) 
The Principle of Broken Space of Avant-garde, and its  Development in Contemporary Theatre. Latvian 
Case 
The deconstruction of principles of stage design as well as relationship between the audience and the stage 
established in classical theatre is one of the most important achievements of historical Avant-garde theatre. In 
Latvia, this was done by Eduards Smiļģis and Jānis Muncis at Daile Theatre, defining the development of Latvian 
scenography for the whole of the 20th century. Scenography, as an ideologically the most independent part of 
theatre, has always played an important role in the Latvian theatre, sometimes becoming the basis of directing. 
The ideas of Smilgis and Muncis flourished again in the 21st century, when it was possible to realize technically 
many of the ideas proposed by them. It is shown by the works of directors and stage designers Alvis Hermanis, 
Reinis Suhanovs, Reinis Dzudzillo in Latvia and abroad. 
I session: Dramaturgies of space (November, 13 th 11.50 – 12.10) 
 
 
II SESSION: UNCONVENTIONAL SPACES  

Justyna Michalik  (Polish Academy of Sciences - Institute of Art, Warsa w) 
Something that HAPPENED theatrically – the Cricot Artist s’ Theatre 
The subject of the lecture will be the activity of the Cracow Cricot Artists’ Theatre founded in 1933 by the painter 
Józef Jarema, together with a group of avant-garde fine artists. Jarema distanced himself from the ideas of 
literary and psychological theatre and focused on theatre based on fine art and visual art, which drew upon to the 
ideas characteristic for Formism, the activity of the French Futurists and was an attempt to imitate the games and 
provocations of the French Surrealists.   The performances, which were mostly staged in one of Cracow's cafes 
and had the character of poetic, song and dance improvisation, breaking at the same time the border between 
the stage and the audience, were far from what was happening in the official theatres. Special attention will be 
given to the attempt to show how theatrical space (understood on different levels) was created, what kind of 
interventions and tools were used  and what kind of communication model between performers and spectators 
was produced in consequence. The starting point for the considerations will be Bombay-Chicago – Chicago-
Bombay, a stage play by Józef Jarema which he had worked on  until the 1960s and even though it was never 
staged by the Cricot Theatre, it is an excellent summary of his experiences and ideas. Moreover, it seems that 
Jarema also made  some important reflections in this play on the Polish theatrical avant-garde in general. 
II session: Unconventional spaces (November, 13 th 13.00 – 13.20) 
 
Małgorzata Dziewulska (Aleksander Zelwerowicz Natio nal Academy of Dramatic Art in Warsaw) 
Participation of an avant-garde artist. Victim, perpe trator, funambulist? 
I will outline a few points to describe the spatial crystallizations of the activity of the avant-garde, as it was 
perceived by writers and artists coming from the Eastern part of the continent. The experience of extremely 
mobile historical and geopolitical space, of bad luck, of the constant opening (and closing) of opportunities 
brought here other forms of redefinition of tradition than in the West. Is it possible to separate this particular kind 
of criticism of the avant-garde activity, introduced by people born far from the centre, from the entirety of the 
European image? It distanced itself from both native and western stereotypes, tracked aesthetic utopias and 
mental illusions, followed subconscious processes of imagination and avant-garde irony, remaining faithful, in its 
own way, to the European norm. One of the starting points will be a description of a Central European art café by 
Jan Kott (1975). Critical guides to the landscape of the avant-garde will be other authors, such as Norman 
Manea, Aleksander Wat, Zbigniew Uniłowski, Mordis Eksteins and Jan Błoński.  
II session: Unconventional spaces (November, 13 th 13.20 –13.40) 
 
Tatjana Lazor čáková (Palacký University Olomouc) 
Theatre in non-conventional space and the avant-gar de - the situation in Czech Theatre in Olomouc in t he 
1930s of the 20th century 
The concept of theatre in a small or non-conventional (non-traditional) space was in Czech theatre culture 
developed mostly in frame of interwar avant-garde. The paper reflects this concept on the example of Czech 
language theatre in Olomouc in the 1930s, and focuses on the work of two directors, Emil František Burian a  
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Oldřich Stibor. While Burian experimented with staging in the real atmosphere of the bar, Stibor used the non-
theatrical space of the Reduta hall. 
II session: Unconventional spaces (November, 13 th 13.40 – 14.00) 
 
 
 
III SESSION: TRANSNATIONAL DIMENSION OF THE AVANT-GARDE  

Małgorzata Leyko (University of Łód ź) 
German impulse 
The subject of the presentation will be an attempt to define the influence of theatre in German-speaking countries 
on the avant-garde trends and theatrical phenomena in Central and Eastern Europe. A relatively common 
phenomenon was the education or cooperation of artists from this part of the continent with outstanding German 
artists. Even though not all of these artists represented the German avant-garde (as it was in the case of Max 
Reinhardt), but their inspirations, transferred to the scenes of Central and Eastern European theatre, fused 
together with more innovative trends, appearing in a form of avant-garde theatrical solutions. The proof of this 
phenomenon is for example the creative path of Geo Milew and Hrisan Tsankov in Bulgaria, Les Kurbas and 
Alexandra Exter in Ukraine, Avgust Černigoj in Slovenia, Viktor Šulc in Slovakia or Laszlo Moholy-Nagy in 
Hungary. Also for those artists who did not have a chance to work in theatres in Germany, such as for example 
Emil František Burian, German dramaturgy and theatrical ideas were a source of powerful inspiration. 
III session: Transnational dimension of the avant-g arde (November, 13 th 16.00 – 16.20) 
 
Jan Ji řík (Academy of Performing Arts in Prague & Theatre In stitute) 
Avant-gardists to Themselves 
The presentation is focused on the international conference of theatre avant-garde, which took place in Prague in 
1937 and which was organized by Emil František Burian´s D Theatre. In the presentation, I´d like to point out to 
exchanges, interactions and knowledge among the theatre avant-gardist from the region of Central Europe in late 
1930s. 
III session: Transnational dimension of the avant-g arde (November, 13 th 16.20 – 16.40) 
 
Igor Mocanu (National Arts University in Bucharest)  
The Early Performative Turn in the Romanian Avant-Ga rde 
Regardless of the means of expression, there has always been an inherent performative tier in everything that 
the avant-garde authors have ever produced: visual art, literature, theatre, photography, music, politics or simply 
life style. An avant-garde print, for example, is never just a print, a mere book, paper, magazine or catalogue. 
Instead, it is a print that urges to be performed in order to be fully „read”. A loyal reader of an avant-garde 
magazine is the one that performs a haptic lecture, allowing himself to be involved, tricked, humiliated, tainted by 
the textual traps. In addition, avant-garde authors are also the first creators of performative acts, not only 
linguistically, but straightforwardly artistic. They created the happening, the performance, body art and all actions 
that involved works of art that used the body as a mean of expression. My thesis aims to develop thus the idea 
that the transition to the contemplative way of reading the art to the participative one was facilitated and even 
accelerated by the performative role of the author’s approach. 
III session: Transnational dimension of the avant-g arde (November, 13 th 16.40 – 17.00) 
 
Eugen Wohl (Babe ş-Bolyai University in Cluj) 
Reflections of the European Avant-Garde in the Roman ian press of the 1920’s. Case study: Rampa [The 
Proscenium], Daily Arts, Theatre, Literature, Sports Newspaper 
The aim of the paper is to focus on the manner in which the European Avant-Garde, especially the theatrical 
avant-garde, was presented to the readers of one of the most important Romanian cultural newspapers of the 
first half of the 20th century. Concerned primarily with the art of theatre, both within the country and abroad, 
Rampa daily newspaper proved to be an efficient and multifarious platform for the popularizing of artistic ideas 
new and old. The European theatrical avant-garde was no exception, being present in its pages through articles, 
reviews or mere accounts of avant-garde theatre events. 
III session: Transnational dimension of the avant-g arde (November, 13 th 17.10 – 17.30) 
 
Ana Kocjan čič (University of Ljubljana) 
Slovenian avant-garde theatre and foreign influences  
On the stages of Slovenian theatres between the two World Wars the effects of various European avant-garde 
currents were mixed; German, Russian, Czech and Italian. The main representatives of the Slovenian Avant-
Garde Theatre, which comprehends two phases, are Ferdo Delak (1905-1968), Avgust Černigoj (1898-1985), 
Bratko Kreft (1905-1996) and Fran Žižek (1914-2008). Each of them transmitted to Slovenian stages in his formal  
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language the knowledge, obtained in European avant-garde milieus. Cases of Slovenian Avant-Garde 
performance indicate unique evolution of the Slovenian Avant-Garde Theatre in between two World Wars period. 
As a special form of »A-illusionism«, elaborated by Fran Žižek, the Slovenian Theatre avant-garde echoed also in 
wider European region.  
III session: Transnational dimension of the avant-g arde (November, 13 th 17.30  - 17.50) 
 
November, 14th  

Jakub Kornhauser (Jagiellonian University) 
Central -European avant-garde movements-innovation o r imitation? 
Avant-garde, “the engine of artistic transgression” (Dziamski), the elementary form of modernist practices, a new 
life-style, is a term replete with multiple, often contradictory meanings. Avant-garde is also a phenomenon 
irreducible to a homogeneous style or form, its inherent feature being a concomitance of multiple artistic currents, 
of which none managed to gain predominance over others. Among those widely known, one could name 
Futurism, Dadaism or Surrealism. The local avant-gardes developed their own variants of the above mentioned 
tendencies – the Czech Poetism, the Romanian Integralism, Hungarian Activism or the Serbian Zenithism. We 
should ask to what extent do the local incarnations of the avant-garde currents deviate from their Russian, 
French or German prototypes? What does the “locality” of the avant-garde consist in? Do any relationships 
emerge which would connect the local avant-garde directions into one? Does the “avant-garde spirit” inflects the 
independent way of thinking the new, autonomous history of the region (or, of the “local” state?). For instance, 
the experience of the “mainstreaming” character of the Czech avant-garde (in both pre- and post-war reality) 
cannot be compared with a niche-like nature of the Romanian one (though it played a crucial part in developing 
the artistic language and in fact built the modern culture in Bucarest). The socio-political situation between the 
wars changed the universal-driven nature of the primary avant-garde movements like Futurism or Dada into an 
identity-building instrument of the new European order in its local contexts (of course, its Jewishness has to be 
mentioned in the Romanian or Polish cases – but, in the same time, the Pan-Slavist ideas developed by the 
Serbian Zenithists in the early 20s). I’d like to show that the twentieth-century Central-European avant-garde, 
understood as an esthetic, artistic, cultural and social phenomenon, is not a history of “minor” movements; rather 
“non-paradigmatic” (and, in fact, impossible to comapare) ones. And it is a history of outlining their relationships 
with the Western European as well as Russian models but only to present the main transformational axes in the 
theories of different avant-gardes movements (in my opinion, the most intriguing are the manifold theories of the 
object – artificialist, suprarealist or signalist ones – being the sign of the new materiality, which is, so to speak, 
using Dziamski’s term, the engine of transgression) and in the immanent nature of the movement itself (from 
artistic expression to socio-political aspects) 
Opening lecture (November, 14 th 9.30 – 10.15) 
 
 
IV SESSION: SOCIAL SPACE  

Martynas Petrikas (Vilnius University) 
Avant-garde, legitimation and social field: artisti c innovations as vehicles for empowerment 
The background for my paper is in Pierre Bourdieu’s ideas about overlapping fields of practice. The symbolic 
struggle and quest for high regards in the art field populated with artists, art consumers, institutions, critics, etc. is 
not dissimilar to that of field of politics with its’ groups and formations seeking dominant position. In fact, these 
two fields can be regarded as mirroring each other in terms of visualized politics where art forms and groups of 
artists symbolize and incarnate the societal formations and their aims. Hence, I propose the case of development 
of Lithuanian avantgarde in theatre as a symbolic mirror image of emergence of new formation in the social 
space that begun its’ struggle for domination in Lithuania in the 1920’ties. 
IV session: Social space (November, 14 th 10.20 – 10.40) 
 
Asta Petrikien ė (Kazimieras Simonavi čius University in Vilnius)  
From “scaring place” to “Bolshevik mouthpiece”: two  cases of avant-garde theatre studios in Lithuania 
In my paper I would like to discuss two theatre studios, that were established in the Twenties and the Thirties 
Lithuania. The first was of a brainchild of Symbolist director Antanas Sutkus and was active between 1919 and 
1925. The second, established by Andrius Oleka-Žilinskas, the graduate of Second Studio at Moscow Art 
Theatre, was less resilient and close after two productions. Both establishments can be regarded as avantgarde 
in many aspects. Sutkus’ and Oleka-Žilinskas’ studios not only introduced new aesthetics of theatre making, but 
also represented unorthodox ways of existence in the social space, thus in the eye of some critics earning 
disapproving labels such as “a Bolshevik mouthpiece” for example.  
IV session: Social space (November, 14 th 10.40 – 11.00) 
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Martin Bernátek (Palacký University Olomouc) 
Theatre as utopian apparatus for social change 
The paper discusses the project of the Theatre of Labor that was designed and thought out by Czech avant-
garde director and leader of Theatre D Emil František Burian and his scenographer Miroslav Kouřil between 
1936-1939. They proposed a theatre institution, situated on one of Prague islands, that manifested the concept of 
theatre as a center of culture and combined black-box open theatre space, special “theatergraph” space for 
combination of theatre and cinema, small state for declamation and in early stage a social housing. Using the 
concept of apparatus/dispositif, the embodiment of the main idea of Burian and Kouřil in the project, that is that 
the avant-garde have to change its material and organizational base in order to reach new aesthetics and 
consequently change the dominant social order, is analyzed. Consequently, with a special attention to the 
topography of Prague islands and riverbanks, the notion of (contra)hegemony is employed to look at the paradox 
that the project manifested on one hand an attempt to establish a theatre for working class as antithesis of 
national, bourgeois theatre, and on the other the attempt to inscribe this ambitious proposition into the modernist 
ethos and narrative of the first Czechoslovak republic. 
IV session: Social space (November, 14 th 11.10 – 11.30) 
 
Kamelia Nikolova (National Academy for Theatre and Film Arts, Sofia) 
Stage space as a social space in the historical thea tre avant-garde 
The presentation will examine the concept of stage space in several major theatrical performances of the 
historical theatre avant-garde. The main focus of the analysis will be on creating of this space as a collision of 
different energies and power lines by its deformation and cutting from stairs, playgrounds and light beams, which 
aim is to show it as an emblem of the social space with its mechanisms and tensions. In conclusion the text will 
consider the influence of historical theatre avant-garde’s concept of stage space as a social space in the theatre 
experiments of so-called new theatre avant-garde in the next decades. In the presentation will be used projection 
of photos, sketches, director’s plans, etc. 
IV session: Social space (November, 14 th 11.30 – 11.50) 
 
 
V SESSION: GENDER OF THE AVANT-GARDE  
 
Hanna Veselovska (Karpenko-Karyi National University  of Theatre, Cinema and Television in Kyiv) 
Movement and pantomime in an avant-garde performanc e: focus on gender 
A new relationship between an artist and a model in the avant-garde art has found its apt expression in the 
gender aspect. Along with traditional perceptions of a woman’s beauty and her sexual appeal, worshipping a 
female model as a sexual model has remained firmly in the past. The art of avant-garde in general and that of 
theatre in particular has given birth to two gender concepts. The first one is about a unification of male and 
female beginnings as equal parts whereas peculiarities of female forms are either hidden completely or serve as 
reinforcing factors for the recreation of the new epoch’s industrial spirit.  In the second concept, a female 
beginning becomes a carrier of the archaic ritual tradition being broken by avant-garde.  Both of these concepts 
have received an especially vivid treatment in theatre and dance forms of avant-garde. That is why in our study of 
these concepts we are using as factual material the movements in performances of Les’ Kurbas and Vsevolod 
Meyerhold, as well as ballet experiments of Oskar Schlemmer and others.    
V session: Gender of the Avant-Garde (November, 14 th 13.20 – 13.40) 
 
Zoltán Imre (Eötvös Loránd University, Budapest) 
Women in the Historical Avantgarde – How does the G reat Forgetting become the Great Tradition? 
Working as choreographers or/and directors, the women of the Hungarian avantgarde basically questioned the 
ideals of the conservative Horthy-regime, defining women’s roles within the family as housewives and mothers. 
The high numbers of the women taking part in the Hungarian avantgarde was, however, in straight contrast with 
the low numbers of women appearing in the contemporary and later reports about the avantgarde. My paper asks 
how they were already forgotten in the 1930s, and why later this kind of (Great) Forgetting became the Great 
Tradition, representing the avantgarde solely as a man’s territory. 
V session: Gender of the Avant-Garde (November, 14 th 13.40 – 14.00) 
 
Ewa Guderian-Czapli ńska (Adam Mickiewicz University in Pozna ń) 
Imagined theatrical spaces of Teresa Żarnower  
An attempt of analysis of the only two preserved Teresa Żarnower's theatrical drawings (well-known from 
reproductions) is possible on one hand due to the attitude of the artists of the „Blok” group, who instead of 
dealing with painting, sculpture and architecture, dealt with „the art as a whole” (hence the other works of Teresa 
Żarnower are in a close context with the drawings), on the other hand due to numerous affinities (i.e. unanimous  
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questioning of manifestations of any illustrativness in favour of almost pure composition of lines and forms) 
between the drawings and other theatrical projects of the avant-garde artists from that circle. Geometric and 
mathematical drawings of Teresa Żarnower, created in parallel with her sculptural and architectural works, urge 
however to pose questions about “social significance” of designed spaces and participation of the art (including 
the art of theatre) in the process of radical reconstruction of the existing world. I would like therefore to activate 
the above-mentioned “imagined spaces” in two ways to see in them the implementation of (dangerous) dreams of 
this avant-garde artist as well as try to create my own image of a theatre that would like to use these drawings. 
V session: Gender of the Avant-Garde (November, 14 th 14.00 – 14.20) 
 
 
 
 
 
 


